Abstract
Introduction
In contrast with current human-computer interaction, face-to-face human communication uses a variety of modes, including facial gestures and expressions. It would be desirable to make use of more natural communication modes in human-computer interaction and ultimately computer facilitated human interaction. The automatic recognition of natural facial expressions is a necessary step towards this goal.
Several classes of perceptual cue to emotional state are displayed by the face: relative displacements of features (opening the mouth); quasi-textural changes in the skin surface (furrowing the brow); changes in skin hue (blushing); and the time course of these signals. This paper considers feature displacement and quasi-textural cues. Motion is considered implicitly through comparison of images. Color is not considered here.
The general framework for representing facial images used here is based on topographically ordered, spatially localized filters to represent pattern in the image. The filters consist of a multi-resolution, multi-orientation bank of Gabor wavelet functions. A similar representation is used in the automatic face recognition system developed by the von der Malsburg group [7] .
Previous work on automatic facial expression processing includes studies using representations based on: optical flow estimation from image sequences [10, 15, 1] ; principal components analysis of single images [2, 1] ; and physicallybased models [5] . This paper describes the first study that uses Gabor wavelets to code facial expressions. Our findings indicate that it is possible to build a automatic facial expression recognition system based on a Gabor wavelet code which has a significant level of psychological plausibility. This conclusion is supported by the recent work of Zhang et al. [16] demonstrating expression classification using Gabor coding and a multi-layer perceptron.
Gabor coding of facial expressions
To extract information about facial expression, each 256 by 256 pixel image, I, was convolved with a multiple spatial resolution, multiple orientation set of Gabor filters (Fig. 1 ), Gk ;+ and Gk ;, . The sign subscript indicates filters of even and odd phase, whilek, the filter wave-vector, determines the spatial frequency and orientation tuning of the filter. A description of the complex-valued two dimensional Gabor transform is given by Daugman [3] . Responses of the filters to the image were combined into a vector, R, with components given by: . The response amplitude is less sensitive to position changes than are the linear filter responses.
To study the similarity space of Gabor coded facial images, responses of filters having the same spatial frequency and orientation preference were compared at corresponding points in the two facial images. The normalized dot product was used to quantify the similarity of two Gabor response vectors. The similarity of two facial images was calculated as the average of the Gabor vector similarity over all corresponding facial points. Since Gabor vectors at neighboring pixels are highly correlated and redundant, it is sufficient to calculate the average on a sparse grid covering the face (Fig. 2 ). This similarity measure is used in the automatic face recognition system developed by the von der Malsburg group [7] . The filter parameters used here differ from those used in that work. Automatic systems for scaling the face [7, 14] . In this study, for higher precision, facial graphs were positioned manually on images of a standard scale.
Facial expression database
A database of facial expression images was collected. Ten expressors posed 3 or 4 examples of each of the six basic facial expressions (happiness, sadness, surprise, anger, disgust, fear) [4] and a neutral face for a total of 219 images of facial expressions. For simplicity of experimental design only Japanese female expressors <and subjects were employed. Fig. 3 shows the apparatus used to photograph the expressors. Each expressor took pictures of her- Figure 4 . Examples of images from the facial expression database.
self while looking through a semi-reflective plastic sheet towards the camera. Hair was tied away from the face to expose all expressive zones of the face. Tungsten lights were positioned to create even illumination on the face. A box enclosed the region between camera and plastic sheet to reduce back-reflection. The images were printed in monochrome and digitized using a flatbed scanner. Sample images are shown in Fig. 4 
Semantic rating of facial expression images.
Experimental subjects rated pictures for degree of each component basic expression on a five point scale. A total of 92 Japanese female undergraduates took part in the study. The subject pool was divided into four groups: 1.A, 1.B, 2.A, and 2.B. Group 1.A (31 subjects) rated 108 pictures on six basic facial expressions (happiness, sadness, surprise, anger, disgust and fear). Group 1.B (31 subjects) rated the complementary set of 111 pictures (out of the 219 total) on the six basic expression. Both Group 1.A and 1.B saw images of all seven expression categories (including fear images). Group 2.A (15 subjects) rated 94 pictures on five of the six basic facial expressions (fear was excluded). Group 2.B (15 subjects) rated a different set of 93 images on the five basic facial expressions (fear excluded). The images presented to Group 2.A and 2.B excluded fear expressions. Each image was thus labelled with a 5 or 6 component vector with ratings averaged over all subjects. Similarities between these semantic vectors were calculated using the Euclidean distance.
Results
Facial expression image similarity computed using the Gabor coding and semantic similarity computed from human ratings were compared by rank correlation. It is convenient to compare similarity spaces rather than categorization Table 1 . Rank correlation between model and semantic rating similarities.
performance as this avoids the problem that posed expressions are not always pure examples of a single expression category. Geometric similarity was also rank correlated with the semantic ratings similarity values, as a control. The distance of each grid point (Fig. 2) from the point at the nose tip formed the components of a 33 dimensional shape vector. Dissimilarity between two grid configurations were calculated using the euclidean distance.
For the experiments in which all facial expressions were included (i.e. comparison with data from subject groups 1.A and 1.B) the rank correlation between Gabol model and human data ranged from 0.42 (expressor TM) to 0.725 (expressor NA) with an average value of 0.568. For the geometry based control, rank correlation between model and data ranged from 0.074 (expressor UY) to 0.527 (expressor KM) with an average value of 0.366. Correlation results for all expressors are listed in Table 1 Table 2 . Expressor NM was considered to be an outlier and excluded from the above quoted averages and ranges. On inspection NM's expressions were difficult to interpret. All rank correlations quoted were calculated using Spearman's method. The two sided significance of all of the deviation of all rank correlations calculated indicated a high level of significance. In all cases the correlation coefficient was greater for the Gabor model than for the model based solely on geometric displacement of feature points.
Gabor and human similarity data was analyzed using non-metric multidimensional scaling (nMDS) using the ALSCAL algorithm [13] . nMDS embeds points in a euclidean space in such a way that the distances between points preserves the rank order of the dissimilarity values between those points. "Stress" and "Rsq" respectively measure the residual misfit of the euclidean distance to the dissimilarities and the squared correlation between distances and dissimilarities. By monitering these parameters as the number of nMDS dimensions was increased, it was found that two dimensions provide an adequate embedding of the similarity data. Figs. 6 , 7 show sample nMDS solutions for human ratings similarity values and Gabor code derived similarity values. In figs. 6,7, the following abbreviations are used: NENeutral, HA -Happiness, SA -Sadness, SU-Surprise, AN -Anger, DI -Disgust. Fig. 5 shows sample nMDS solution in which images have been positioned at their coordinates in the euclidean space.
nMDS solutions are arbitrary up to rotation, translation and reflection of the configuration of points. In Fig. 5 
The salient aspect of these plots is the relative position of the facial expression clusters.
Discussion
Similarity values calculated using the Gabor coding and semantic ratings showed a highly significant degree of correlation, with no parameter fitting. Non-metric multidimensional scaling uncovered a low-dimensional space in which Gabor-coded images are clustered into the known basic categories of facial expressions. Together, these findings show that this representation scheme extracts adequate image information to code the basic facial expressions. Using this input code and a perceptron classifier a facial expression recognition has been built [16] . Two sets of experiments were run, one excluding fear expressions. Model/Data agreement was higher with fear excluded. Fear is considered to be a problematic expression for Japanese expressors and subjects for reasons beyond the scope of the present article.
Interestingly, the low-dimensional spaces for ratings data and Gabor-code are similar. One axis (nearly horizontal in Fig. 5 ) corresponds to the degree of pleasantness (happy vs. anger and disgust) in the expression. A roughly orthogonal dimension corresponds to the level of arousal shown by the face (surprised vs. sad). This configuration was seen for all of the expressors studied (except NM, where the data is erratic). Deviations from this general arrangement visible in Figs. 6,7 are typical of other nMDS results not shown due to space limits.
The Gabor similarity showed a higher degree of correlation with the data than did a geometry-based control. Featural geometry, an explicit and precise function of facial deformation due to expression, does not capture any textural changes. Addition of more grid points could increase the performance of a geometry measure, but at the price of greatly increased computational complexity. Location of grid points is the most expensive part of a fully automatic system [7, 14] . Moreover the Gabor measure puts less stringent demands on the precision of the grid positioning, because the phase of the filter response was not used in similarity calculations. A combined Gabor+Geometry system could have still higher performance, however results of [16] indicate the improvements are minor.
Previous studies on automatic facial expression processing classify images into face expression or facial action categories. The facial images used in training or testing such systems should preferably be pictures of pure expressions posed by expert actors. A novel aspect of our work is that the system is compared with differential ratings. This Figure 5 . nMDS solutions for G a b o r and semantic rating similarities data from pilot study. sidesteps the requirement for pure expressions. Comparison of the system with human ratings relaxes the requirement for ground truth in labelling expression categories.
Why is there any agreement with psychology? Facial expressions are distinguished by fine changes in shape and texture of the face. From the standpoint of neurobiology, such changes are best represented using the spatially localized receptive fields typical of primary visual cortex (V1) cells. The neural systems processing facial expressions in higher vision require access to such spatially localized information. Gabor wavelet functions approximately model V1 simple cell while the amplitude of the complex Gabor transform models complex cells [3, 6, 11] . Lyons et al. [8] found that the Gabor measure predicts aspects of facial similarity perception.
Finally, it is interesting that the low-dimensional structure of the semantic ratings similarity space resembles that of the Gabor measure. Many studies in the psychological literature (beginning with Schlosberg [12] ) suggest a "circumplex" arrangement of the basic facial expressions in a two-dimensional space with dimensions of pleasantness and arousal. We conjecture that high-level (even semantic level) processing of expressions may preserve organizational aspects of the low-level processing by the early visual system.
